ZL-CBL50-nP

PART NO. LENGTH
ZL-CBL50-1P 1.0m (3.3ft)
ZL-CBL50-2P 2.0m (6.6ft)

NOTES:
1. CABLE: 50 CONDUCTOR, 28 AWG, BLACK PVC JACKET INSULATION RATING 80°C (176°F), 30V
2. VOLTAGE
   • AC/DC RATED OPERATING VOLTAGE 24V
   • AC/DC MAXIMUM VOLTAGE 30V
3. OPERATING TEMPERATURE: 0-60°C (32-140°F)
4. P1 CONNECTOR:
   • HPCN-50M MALE PIN 5U" BLACK
   • NICKEL-SHELL PH:1.27MM
   • IDC-ASSEMBLY TYPE OD: 9.0MM (MM550113)
5. MINIMUM BEND RADIUS: 64MM (2.52IN)